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The Inside Stories of Contract Document Exchanges in Joseon: 
The Types and Characteristics of Bonmungis本文記

MOON Sook-ja 

Contract documents comprise the biggest por tion of private documents remaining today 

from Joseon through a broad span of periods and a wide spectrum of social standing between the 

concerned parties. The biggest percentage of the documents consists of land sales contracts. Land 

deals were made through the preparation of a document between individuals without the need of a 

notarization from authorities. In many cases, additional documents were attached to the contracts 

during the process of making the contract. In general, the old contracts were attached, and they were 

called Bonmungis. Various types of title documents for objects of transaction were attached in some 

cases. 

The case analysis results show that approximately 70% of sales contract documents mentioned 

a Bonmungi and about 50% of them mentioned the intention to attach a Bonmungi. Cases of title 

documents being attached were far fewer than those of Bonmungis attached. This was because 

documents on inheritance of property or lawsuits were used as title documents in many cases. In 

the case of land transactions, once they were provided along with sales contracts, the other party 

would have extreme difficulty exercising their right to the remaining property. However, it was not 

common practice to provide a Bonmungi or title document in addition to a sales contract in the case 

of land transactions. A look at antique documents transmitted in prestigious noble families show that 

the greater their social and economic influences were, the bigger the influx of Bonmungis and title 

documents became. It was estimated that the higher social and economic status one had, the greater 

the possibility was that he would use his status to obtain Bonmungis and title documents and thus 

have his ownership firmly guaranteed. Future study will need to demonstrate this by analyzing more 

contract documents. 
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